Dandle LION Cozy Cub™
Wipeable, Reusable Boundary in 2 Sizes
The Cozy Cub:
• Provides containment while
allowing full visualization, making
it ideal for the ECMO, cardiac or
surgical infants
• Allows immediate access to infant
in emergencies
• Heavier weight provides extra
support for NAS babies
• MRI compatible
• Easily adaptable for use with
medical equipment
• Calms babies during transport and
under phototherapy lights

The Cozy Cub is a flexible boundary filled with silky micro
disks that nestle up to the baby’s every nook and cranny to
provide support exactly where it is needed. The Cozy Cub
can be used alone when more visualization is needed or in
conjunction with other positioning aids for additional support.
The unique strap at the end keeps the baby fully contained
and keeps the boundary in place.
The Cozy Cub is wipeable and reusable and comes in two
sizes. The large size is ideal for bigger ECMO and postsurgical patients. Both sizes are ideal for preemies, agitated
babies of all sizes, and any baby who just needs a little bit
‘more.’

• Sizes:
		

• L: 48” long, 6 lbs

		

• S: 40” long, 3.5 lbs

• Packaged with a cotton cover
(Replacement cotton covers and
disposable covers available)
Ordering Information

Loop at one end helps caregiver adjust device
to fit any size baby

D 17205 B4 | Cozy Cub w/printed cotton cover - Small | Qty: 4/case
D 17005 B4 | Cozy Cub w/printed cotton cover - Large | Qty: 4/case
D 17215C B25 | Printed cotton covers - Small | Qty: 25/box
D 17015C B25 | Printed cotton covers - Large | Qty: 25/box
D 17225C B25 | Disposable white non-woven covers - Small | Qty: 25/box
D 17025C B25 | Disposable white non-woven covers - Large | Qty: 25/box
Made in the USA
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